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Bestbier manufacture grain cart’s ranging from a 10 ton to a 24 ton model. The 
grain cart has a single auger for maximum e�ciency and minimum 
maintenance. The bin has no welds for extended life and easy panel 
replacement. The highly e�cient auger design ensures for very fast o�oading. 
The auger discharges at a height of 4.3mtr. Lights and a roll-up canvas are option-
al

BESTBIER 
GRAIN CARTS

LIGHTSROLL-UP CANVAS
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Bestbier’s bulk fertilizer handling bin is the perfect solution for bulk fertilizer han-
dling. The bin �ts on a standard 6mtr trailer and discharges via a hydraulic pow-
ered auger. The auger is detachable and can also be used to �ll the bin. The bin is 
dual purpose since it can also be used for grain handling. The bin has a capacity of 
12000l. A roll-up canvas is standard.

BESTBIER 
BULK FERTILIZER BIN

LIGHTSROLL-UP CANVAS
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Bestbier’s side tip trailer is Ideal for potato harvesting. 

By tilting the bin during the loading process damage to the potatoes are reduced 
signi�cantly. 

The bin’s sides are bolt on and when removed form a �atbed trailer. 

Rear end tip trailers are also available in various sizes. 

Bestbier also custom designs trailers according to the client’s needs.

BESTBIER SIDE TIP, REAR END TIP 
AND FLAT BED TRAILERS.

SIZES YOUR CHOICEBOLT
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Bestbier’s land silo is Ideal for mass grain handling during harvest time. 

The range consists of a 40, 50 and 60 ton model. 

Roll-up canvas and lights are standard.

The land silo discharges at a height of 4.3 meters and a rate of 5 tons per 
minute.

BESTBIER 
LAND SILO

LIGHTSROLL-UP CANVAS
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LIGHTSROLL-UP CANVAS

Bestbier manufactures silage trailers up to 30m³ .

The inside of the bin is smooth to ensure easy o�oading whilst the heavy duty 
chassis ensures a durable product. 

Expanded metal mesh sides are optional. 

Roll up canvas and lights are standard. 

BESTBIER 
SILAGE TRAILER

SIZESMETAL SIDES
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BESTBIER 
TILLERS AND CULTIVATORS

Bestbier manufacture tillers and cultivators in various sizes according to the 
client’s needs. 

Various tine options are also available e.g. sweeps and tine size.

SIZESYOUR CHOICE
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BESTBIER 
VERTICAL TILLER

Vertical tillers in several sizes are available depending on the client’s needs. 

The design is robust and the layout is suitable for high volumes of material �ow. 

Several tine options are also available.

YOUR CHOICE TINESSIZES 8



YOUR CHOICESIZES
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BESTBIER 
STUBBLE ROLLER

Bestbier design and manufacture stubble rollers according to the client’s 
speci�cations. 

The standard design is simple and Robust for low maintenance and maximum 
e�ciency
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Bestbier manufacture row crop cultivators according to the client’s speci�cations. 

Loose units are also available.

BESTBIER 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR

YOUR CHOICE LOOSE UNITS
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PRE-PLANTYOUR CHOICE
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BESTBIER 
STRIP RIP/TILL  #1

Bestbier manufacture strip-rippers and strip-tillage equipment according to the 
client’s needs. 
Hydraulically driven pre plant fertilizer hoppers are optional. 
Bestbier’s fuel saver tine requires less Kw without compromising working depth 
and quality.
Variety of hook options are available.

HITCH OPTIONS
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BESTBIER 
STRIP RIP/TILL #2

Bestbier manufacture various types and sizes of rippers and chisel plows. 

Pre plant is optional on all models. 

A combination of a rod weeder and a ripper is also available.

Variety of hook options are available. 

COMBINATIONS PRE-PLANT TINESYOU CHOICE
12

HITCH OPTIONS
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BESTBIER 
STRIP RIP/TILL  #3

Bestbier manufacture various types and sizes of rippers and chisel plows. 

Pre plant is optional on all models. 

A combination of a rod weeder and a ripper is also available. 

Variety of hook options are available.

COMBINATIONS PRE-PLANT TINESYOUR CHOICE12 13HITCH OPTIONS



Bestbier manufacture various types and sizes of rippers and chisel plows. 

Pre plant is optional on all models. 

A combination of a rod weeder and a ripper is also available. 

Variety of hook options are available.

BESTBIER 
STRIP RIP/TILL #4

YOUR CHOICE PRE-PLANT TINESCOMBINATIONS
14HITCH OPTIONS



COMBINATIONS
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BESTBIER 
STRIP RIP/TILL  #5

Bestbier manufacture various types and sizes of rippers and chisel plows. 

Pre plant is optional on all models. 

A combination of a rod weeder and a ripper is also available. 

Variety of hook options are available.

LENGTHS
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HITCH OPTIONS



HITCH OPTIONS

BESTBIER 
ROD WEEDER

Bestbier manufacture rod weeders in various lengths.

Variety of hook options are available.

LENGTHS
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GROTES
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BESTBIER 
PULL GRADER

Bestbier's pull grader range consist of two models, a 2.8m blade width model 
and a 3.6m blade width model. 

The robust design ensures a durable product. 

The ground engaging parts are an industry standard and is easily accessible.

The grader can also be used as a dam scoop by attaching a bolt on bucket.

BOLT
17

SIZES



Besbier manufacture varouis loose components such as cutter disc gangs for 
tillers etc.

BESTBIER LOOSE 
COMPONENTS #1

YOUR CHOICE
18

LOOSE UNITS



BESTBIER LOOSE 
COMPONENTS #2

Bestbier manufacutes row cleaners for planters and varouis impliments. 

Bestbier’s unique row cleaner design makes it easy to adjust the row 
cleaner to adopt to various working conditions. 

Bestbier also manufature pre plant tines and complete pre plant units. 

Bestbier also manufacture cutting coulters for planters and strip tillage             
impliments.
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BESTBIER LOOSE 
COMPONENTS #3

Bestbier manufacture loose roller units accroding to the client’s spesi�cations.

Bed discs are optional.

LOOSE UNITS



+27 (0)51 432 0342
+27 (0)86 244 8521
info@bestbiersa.co.za
www.bestbiersa.co.za

Tel:
Fax:

Email:
Web:


